Study Session: Considering Substitutes for Historic Material
Requirements for Windows & Siding
Historic Repair and Replacement Guidelines
February 22,2022
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Background
• Concerns from Residents
• Original materials requirement often perceived as onerous, particularly for non-contributing buildings, elevations
not visible from the street, and on new construction
• Environmental concerns
• Supply chain concerns
• Cost concerns especially in lower-income areas

• Increase in Staff Time Expended
• High volume of Certificate of Appropriateness applications take up a lot of staff time
• Back and forth to ensure original materials is very time consuming particularly given the current market and
lumber shortage
• 314 code enforcement cases related to historic windows in 8 years (since 2014). Cases often hard to resolve due
to not having used original materials
• 11 appeals of staff decisions to CHC regarding window replacements since 2015

• Increase in ADU Development
• New state laws facilitate the development of ADUs, requires streamlined and ministerial approvals
• Staff manages an increased volume of inquiries regarding appropriate materials for ADUs in historic districts.
• Requirements to use historic materials and architectural styles when building ADU’s and converting garages to
ADU’s, particularly given that most ADU’s and are non-historic structures not visible from the public right of way.
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Broader Context
• Rising Material Prices
• Building material and construction costs have increased
25% between 2009-2018 (adjusting for inflation)
• Timber prices have increased 86%
since April 2020.

US Timber Prices 2016-2021

• Maintenance
• Historic materials typically require regular maintenance.
• Wood windows require maintenance every 5-7 years in
the form of cleaning, sanding, filling, painting, or sealing
• Regular maintenance is often not performed; deferred
maintenance may be higher for rental properties

• Environmental
•
•
•
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Source: Lumber and Timber Price Trends Analysis During the COVID-19 Pandemic

Many historic districts in Long Beach experience poor air quality
Due to deferred maintenance, historic wood windows are often inoperable or leaky which
doesn’t allow the occupant to control the indoor environmental quality
The environmental impacts of window materials can vary by material and useful life

Historic District Context
Historic District Median Income
CITYWIDE
Linden Avenue
California Heights
Brenner Place
Eliot Lane
Sunrise Boulevard
Minerva Park Place
Rose Park South
Belmont Heights
Hellman St Craftsman
Drake Park/Willmore
Wilton Street
Rose Park
Bluff Heights
Lowena Drive
Carroll Park
Wrigley
Bluff Park
Grant Neighborhood

$57,783
$30,266
$79,643
$28,851
$97,044
$31,250
$30,470
$51,021
$57,021
$30,675
$29,255
$67,306
$39,175
$59,861
$69,505
$58,177
$46,271
$68,965
$50,139

% Below Poverty
20.7%
34.9%
5.1%
46.4%
10.3%
29%
38.4%
17.9%
12.2%
38.9%
41.4%
12.3%
28.7%
11.4%
9.1%
15.9%
21.5%
8.5%
18.3%

Renter%
56.8%
81.8%
39.9%
91.9%
33.2%
73.8%
84.1%
77.2%
76.2%
86.6%
66.5%
58.1
84%
71.7%
66.3%
68.4%
75.5%
56%
47.3%

% Renter Severe
Overpayment
28.6%
25%
34.8%
37.2%
39.5%
37.8%
41.7%
29.33%
23%
36.8%
38.8%
9.1%
36.8%
22%
20%
26.8%
28%
18.2%
22%

% Non-White
Cal EnviroScreen
Population
49%
55-60%
97%
90-95%
49%
45-50%
94%
85-90%
25%
30-35%
0%
95-100%
92%
75-80%
52%
45-50%
62%
20-25%
62.2%
85-90%
67.8%
90-95%
0%
45-50%
82.5%
75-80%
40.6%
25-30%
38%
25-30%
44.4%
55-60%
90%
85-90%
35.2%
20-25%
0%
95-100%

Indicators for the historic district depicted in red mean they are higher* than the citywide average
*for the category of median income, indicators in red are lower
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Historic District Context
Long Beach Historic Districts
by Socioeconomic Stressor

Historic District with at least one
socioeconomic stressor more intense
than citywide

Historic District with no socioeconomic
stressors more intense than citywide
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Historic District Context
Long Beach CalEnviroScreen 4.0 Score

https://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen/report/calenviroscreen-40
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Questions to Consider
1. Should Long Beach continue to require the same requirements for use of historic materials for
windows and siding in all circumstances on every property within every historic district?
a. Should non-contributing buildings within historic districts be required to use historically
appropriate materials?
b. Should non-visible detached new construction buildings continue to be required to use
original historically appropriate materials?
• If so, does this create a false sense of history?

c. Should non-visible materials require the same level of historic design review as visible features?
And/or differentiate primary vs secondary facades?
2. If Long Beach eases requirements for historic materials on secondary facades, non-contributing
buildings and/or non-visible detached new construction, which materials should be considered, and
in which circumstances?
•

Window material options: Wood; Aluminum; Vinyl; Aluminum-Clad; Fiberglass

•

Siding material option: Hardie-Board Siding, other alternative

3. Should the allowance of alternative materials vary among the different Historic Districts to reflect
the socio-economic background and/or desires of the community that comprises that district?
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Materials Reviewed by Staff
Window Frame Materials :
• Wood

• Aluminum
• Vinyl
• Aluminum- Clad
• Fiberglass
Siding Materials:
• Hardie-Board

From left to right: aluminum, wood, aluminum-clad wood, and PVC
Source: The Influence of Durability and Recycling on Life Cycle Impacts of Window Frame Assemblies

Currently, All building types typically require wood windows, except Minimal Traditional which allows
for steel casement windows in some instances. Aluminum is most commonly allowed on Noncontributing buildings. Vinyl and fiberglass are not currently allowed on Contributing or Noncontributing buildings.
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Materials Snapshot
Wood

Aluminum

Vinyl

Aluminum-Clad

Fiberglass *

Renewable

Yes

No

No

No/Yes

No

Extraction Energy

Low

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Manufacture Energy
Maintenance

Low

High

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Energy Efficiency

High (5-7
Years)
Good

Poor

Good

Good

Unknown*

Life Span (years)

16-43.6

43.6

18-24

46.7

~50 (Unknown)*

Recyclable

Recyclable

High

Low

Recyclable/Disassemble
Costs
Medium

Landfill

Historic Accuracy

Landfill/
Toxins
Low

Medium

Cost

High

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Good

Fair

Good

Mid-high

Fair

Disposal

Availability

Source: Historic Windows And Sustainability: A Comparison Of Historic And Replacement Windows Based
On Energy Efficiency, Life Cycle Analysis, Embodied Energy, And Durability; Erin Casey Ware; Ball State
University; 2011 per the Historic Preservation Department
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*Fiberglass is the most recent innovation in window technology,
but has the least amount of confirmed research

Window Placement Consideration
3 Placement Types:
1. Primary Façade

2. Secondary Façade,
Visible
3. Secondary Façade,
Non-visible
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Potential for Differentiation by Building Type
2 Building Types:
1. Contributing buildings within
Historic Districts

• Contributing buildings are
architecturally significant to the
historic value of the neighborhood
and are the focus of preservation

Contributing building within the
historic district, well-preserved
within the period of significance

2. Non-contributing buildings within
Historic Districts

• Noncontributing buildings are either
outside the period of significance or
have already been substantially
altered, are not as much the focus of
the historic preservation goals.
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Non-contributing building, within
the historic district built outside
the period of significance

Case Studies

Staff reviewed the Historic Design Requirements of 16 cities to better
understand what policies and practices regarding window and siding
materials in Historic Districts are common outside of Long Beach.
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Case Studies Overview Comparison Table
City

No. of
Population Historic
Size
Districts

Period of
Significance

NonContributor Façade/ Visibility
Standards
Standards

Window Materials

Siding Materials

Economic
Hardship
Exemption

Long Beach

466,742

18

1889-1956

No

No

Original

All buildings: Original

Los Angles
Pasadena
South
Pasadena
Monrovia
Glendale
Orange
San Diego

3,898,747
138,699

17
6

1890-1920
1840-1950

Yes
No

Yes
No

Non-visible: Aluminum; Vinyl ok
Original

All buildings: Original
All buildings: Original

Yes

24,927
37,931
196,533
137,109
1,386,932

10
2
7
3
22

1890-1950
1880-1960
1912-1962
1915-1963
1907-1950

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
No
No

Non-visible: any including vinyl
Original
Non-visible: wood; aluminum-clad wood; aluminum; fiberglass
non-contributor: aluminum-clad; fiberglass
non-contributor: aluminum; fiberglass

All buildings: Original
Original first, then Hardie-board
Non-contributor: Hardie Board
Non-contributor: Hardie Board

Yes

Oakland
San
Francisco
Santa
Barbara
Fresno

435,224

6

1870-1959

Yes

No

non-contributor: any material, including vinyl

Non-contributor: any material, including vinyl

873,965

59

1858-1960s

No

Yes

Not-visible: vinyl; aluminum; fiberglass

All buildings: Original

88,665
537,100

6
4

1900-1926
1902-1937

No
No

Yes
No

Riverside
San Jose
Washington
DC

334,772
1,013,240

9
9

1880-1945
1870-1960

Yes
No

No
No

All buildings: Hardie-board
All buildings: Hardie-board
Non-contributors exempt from historic review.
Contributors: Original
All buildings: Hardie-board

689,545

73

1775-1954

No

Yes

New York

8,804,190

82

No

Yes

Phoenix

1,733,630

36

No

Yes

aluminum; fiberglass. No Vinyl
Synthetic Wood. No Vinyl
Non-contributors exempt from historic review. Contributor:
Original
Aluminum clad. No aluminum or vinyl
Primary: Fiberglass; wood composites; metal; metalclad. No
Vinyl. Secondary: Any
Visible Primary: aluminum; fiberglass. Visible Secondary: Any
Non-visible: No review required
Tier 1: Vinyl or composite Tier 2: should be preserved where
possible

1907-1959

Finding: 88% of cities surveyed allowed non-original materials in some regard
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All buildings: Hardie-board
All buildings: Hardie-board

Historic Windows

Los Angeles
• Recognizing Diversity within Historic Districts
• The City of Los Angeles is large and diverse. The Planning Department recognizes this
diversity and institutes different historic design requirements based on the needs of the
community within the district.
• When creating some of the more recent design guidelines, the City made an effort to
involve the members of each historic district in the planning process to determine how the
guidelines could best serve the community while maintaining the integrity of the historic
district.
• Typically, districts comprised of lower income residents have guidelines that allow for
secondary non-visible windows to be replaced with aluminum or vinyl window frames if
necessary.
• Some districts have no historic restrictions on non-contributing structures.
• The City's justification for this approach is that it creates a sense of ownership for the
district among its residents, allows for more economic freedom, while still preserving the
front facing facades and overall fabric of the district visible from the public right of way.
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Historic Windows

Pasadena
• All replacements
must be in-kind

Source: Design Guidelines for Historic Districts in the City of Pasadena
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Historic Windows

South Pasadena
• Existing Buildings

• All replacement must be in-kind
using original materials

• Detached New Construction
• Non-visible features do not
require historic review

• Visibility from the public right-of-way:
• Visibility of the structure from the street
immediately in front of and within 10
feet on either side of any street
adjacent property line(s).
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Source: City of South Pasadena Design Guidelines for ADU Development on Historic Properties

Historic Windows

Orange
• On contributing buildings, no substitute
materials allowed
• No review on non-contributing buildings

Non-historic windows
on Non-contributor
Source: Google Maps
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Contributing building in
a historic district

Historic Windows

Glendale
• The design review for
windows applies only to
openings that are visible
from the street.

Historic wood window
on primary facade

• Acceptable materials

• Wood, aluminum-clad wood,
aluminum, and fiberglass are
acceptable materials
• Vinyl is generally discouraged
but may be acceptable if all
other Guideline criteria are met.
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Source: Google Maps

Non-historic slider on
non-primary facade

Historic Windows

Monrovia
• No substitute materials are allowed.
• Only original materials can be used as replacement
materials unless economic hardship is
demonstrated.
• Economic hardship is based on a case-by-case basis

• No current staff has had to demonstrate economic hardship, and
are not sure how it would work.
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Historic Windows

San Francisco
• Historic windows should first be
repaired before replaced
• Replacement windows visible from
public right of way should be
compatible with original windows in
terms of size, operation, material,
and arrangement
• Materials for non-visible windows
• vinyl, aluminum, or fiberglass
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Source: San Francisco Standards for Window Replacement

Historic Windows

San Francisco
Primary Façade

Secondary Façade

Non-historic windows
on a secondary façade

Source: Google Maps
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Historic wood windows
on a primary façade

Source: Google Maps

Historic Windows

Santa Barbara
Historic Window Replacement Material
• Appropriate
• Aluminum
• Fiberglass

• Inappropriate

• Aluminum Clad or Vinyl Clad (generally not appropriate can be
reviewed case-by-case)
• Due to toxicity during manufacture and burning due to fire and
Santa Barbara's high wildfire risk, PVC is not recommended

• In basements or in light wells no historic review required.
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Historic Windows

San Jose
Historic Window Replacement
• Match the replacement to the original design as closely as
possible.
• If the original window is double-hung, then the replacement
should also be double-hung. Match the replacement also in the
number, dimension and position of glass panes.
• Aluminum or PVC windows are inappropriate.
• Substitute material may be considered if it will match those of the
original in dimension, such as Aluminum-Clad, must be painted
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Historic Windows

San Diego
• If a contributing dwelling/structure:
• windows must be replaced in-kind

• If an addition to a contributor:

• Single-pane: wood, aluminum, or fiberglass

• If detached new construction on a contributor property
• Dual-pane: wood, aluminum, or fiberglass
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Historic Windows

Riverside
• Repair windows or doors wherever possible
instead of replacing them.
• Replacement should match the historic
windows in style, type, size, shape,
arrangement of panes, materials, method of
construction, and profile.
• Vinyl windows and aluminum sliding windows
are not acceptable replacements.
• Non-contributors allow non-historic
materials.
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Source: Riverside Design Guidelines for Rehabilitation,
Repairs, And Additions To Historic Residential Buildings

Historic Windows

Fresno
• Acceptable Historic Window Replacement
Material:
• Products that appear like wood:
• Wood Composite
• Fiberglass
• Wood Cladding

• Unacceptable Materials:

• Products that don’t appear like wood:
• Aluminum
• Steel
• Vinyl
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Historic Windows

Washington D.C.
• Primary Elevations
• Historic windows on primary elevations should be repaired unless it can be
documented that repair is not a reasonable option.
• Replacement windows on primary elevations should closely match the historic
appearance.
• Fiberglass, wood composites, metal, and metalclad windows may be acceptable if
they can be shown to replicate the material appearance of wood windows.
• Vinyl windows do not replicate the profiles, dimensions or finish of historic windows
and are not appropriate replacements.

• Secondary Elevations
• Replacement windows should closely match the character and visual qualities of the
historic window.
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Historic Windows

Washington D.C.
Secondary Façade

Primary Façade

Source: Google Maps
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Historic wood windows
on a primary façade

Source: Google Maps

Non-historic windows
on a secondary façade

Historic Windows

Phoenix, Arizona
• Tier 1 Windows
• May be replaced if they are in poor condition or if the cost of
repair significantly exceeds the cost of replacement.
• Applicant must prepare cost estimates for repair vs.
replacement. Cost of repair must exceed 1.5 times the cost of
replacement.
• The same material of the original window, or a highly
compatible material.
• If the same material cannot be used an alternative material,
such as vinyl, composite, fiberglass, or clad can be used if it
resembles the original.
• Aluminum should not be used due to high solar heat gain.

• Tier 2 Windows
• While not as critical to the historic character of the building,
these should also be preserved, where possible.
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Source: Guide to Window Repair & Replacement for Historic Properties, Phoenix,
AZ

Historic Windows

New York, New York
• Primary Visible Façade
• Must match original or historic windows in terms of configuration, operation, details,
materials, and finish.
• New windows must generally match historic windows.
• Other materials, including wood, metal, or fiberglass (but not vinyl), may be used for
windows and brick molds.

• Visible Secondary Facades
• Must match the configuration and finish of historic windows at the facade.
• Does not have to match the material, operation, or detail of the historic windows.

• Non-Visible Secondary Facades
• Staff can approve new windows of any configuration, operation, material, or finish
installed within the existing opening without reviewing details.
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Siding Materials in Historic Districts
Long Beach Guidelines
today:
• Original materials only,
even on new
construction
Common Request by
owners and applicants:
• Ability to use HardieBoard alternative
Wood Siding
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Hardie-Board Siding

Historic Siding
Cities that allow Hardie-Board on historic buildings
• San Jose
• Santa Barbara
• Los Gatos

Cities that allow Hardie-Board on non-contributors
• Orange

Cities that allow Hardie-Board on detached new construction
• San Diego
• Los Angles (depends on district)

Cities that only allow original siding
• Pasadena
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Final Thoughts
• Per Secretary of the Interior Standards, historic materials should be
repaired first when possible.
• Repair costs can exceed cost of replacement. If replacement costs are lower
than repair costs, this is a consideration many cities factor in.

• When replacement is necessary, most cities surveyed allow for
alternatives to original materials.
• Most cities differentiate between contributing, non-contributing
buildings, and detached new construction; and/or differentiate based
on visibility or façade.
• Many cities' priorities are to maintain historic appearances rather
than retain all historic materials due to many contemporary
challenges with historic materials.
• Economic hardship is also considered by some cities and aligns with
Long Beach's goal to advance equity wherever possible.
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Potential Policy Option: Window Replacement
Based on the information presented, the City of Long Beach
may consider the following policy options:
For replacement of windows:
• Primary Windows/Visible Windows
• May be replaced in kind with the same material, shape, operation, and detail of
the original window.
• Buildings utilizing wood windows should be given information on maintenance,
and tools/resources to assist with the maintenance of the window (such as information in the
Design Guidelines)
• Secondary Windows/Non-visible Windows
• May be replaced with the same shape and location of original windows. Original
materials should be utilized when feasible, however Aluminum, AluminumClad, Composite, and Fiberglass windows may be utilized where necessary
• Non-contributing buildings/new construction
• Original materials should be utilized when feasible, however Aluminum, AluminumClad, Composite, and Fiberglass windows may be utilized where necessary. Should match overall
look and feel of primary building.
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Potential Policy Option: Alternative Siding
Based on the previous information, the City of Long Beach may
consider the following policy options:
For replacement of siding:
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•

Primary Siding/Visible:
• Should be replaced with the same siding width and color. Original materials should
be utilized when feasible.

•

Secondary Siding/Non-visible:
• Should be replaced with the same siding width and color. Original
materials should be utilized when feasible, however cement siding such as Hardie-Board may
be utilized where necessary if it matches the appearance of wood.

•

Non-contributing buildings/new construction:
• Original materials may be utilized when feasible, however cement siding such as HardieBoard may be utilized where necessary if it matches the primary building.

Questions & Discussion
1. Should Long Beach continue to require the same requirements for use of historic materials for
windows and siding in all circumstances on every property within every historic district?
a. Should non-contributing buildings within historic districts be required to use historically
appropriate materials?
b. Should non-visible detached new construction buildings continue to be required to use
original historically appropriate materials?
• If so, does this create a false sense of history?

c. Should non-visible materials require the same level of historic design review as visible features?
And/or differentiate primary vs secondary facades?
2. If Long Beach eases requirements for historic materials on secondary facades, non-contributing
buildings and/or non-visible detached new construction, which materials should be considered, and
in which circumstances?
•

Window material options: Wood; Aluminum; Vinyl; Aluminum-Clad; Fiberglass

•

Siding material option: Hardie-Board Siding, other alternative

3. Should the allowance of alternative materials vary among the different Historic Districts to reflect
the socio-economic background and/or desires of the community that comprises that district?
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Thank you
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Alejandro Plascencia
Contact: Historic Planner
(562) 570-6437
Alejandro.Plascencia@longbeach.gov

